Carter's Promises Turn to Lies

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the White House

FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT YOU VIETNAM!

During the campaign Carter tried to get over by being anti-Washington, a new face that people didn't associate with the familiar politicians they were sick of looking at. In fact, Carter's 'new' Cabinet crew of throw back political hacks have a total of 124 years in the federal government behind them. James Schlesinger, Defense Secretary for Ford, was revealed to be the head of the Energy Department.

Baron Brown, the new Secretary of Defense, is a Dr. Strangelove type, who helped develop atomic and nuclear bombs for the government since 1951. Eventually he was appointed chief scientist for the Pentagon. He personally pushed the new $24 billion B-1 bomber, which Carter is against in his campaign.

As Secretary of the Air Force during the Vietnam war, he flew the hawk, chemically pushed for all out bombing of Vietnam.

Vice President, Secretary of State, is another 'Vietnam veteran.' He now hopes to save the capitalists' profits, in 1954 he was sent to Panama. In 1965 he signed the U.S. Marines on the military man who supported the Vietnam war to the bitter end.

Hamilton Jordan, Carter's campaign manager, told a Playboy interview last November, "If you find Cy Vance as a Secretary of State, you'll have a good idea of Carter." None of this bothers Carter, since he himself is a graduate of the Naval Academy, at Annapolis and a strong staffman lull their 4th step grievances.

Wehr Steel. And we put up a good fight at the Abel-McBride machine. With these words, a Milwaukee steelworker opened a mid-December rally with a speech by Sadlowski. The rally came on the heels of a successful drive for nominations at Steelworkers Union Elections Feb. 8.

If Carter wins, they say, it will be an American miracle. After 4 years, Carter has doubled the rate of job cuts. Carter has replaced his election promises with promises for his second term before his first term even starts.

"We've come to the end of the road," Sadlowski said in his speech, "or in short, the end of the road for the white collar office workers like Carter who want to get re-elected. The road has been blocked by the Working Class around Milwaukee, joined with steelworkers around the country fighting to get the Sadlowski slate on the ballot in February."

Sadlowski won nominations at most of the big steel mills, and many other shops, including McBride's home local in St. Louis. McBride (Abel's handpicked candidate) lost his bid for the top selling salesman's job, as many of the same, only worse.

"They said we couldn't do it. The Abel machine said the rank and file couldn't get organized. We were doing it. We already had organized rank and file workers from many plants. We got the Abel-McBride machine and electing Sadlowski!"

"We're already in a recession." The head negotiator for U.S. Steel has already made a back-handed endorsement of McBride saying that he would be the most practical between McBride and Sadlowski. McBride's policy of looking at. In fact. Carter's "new" management and budget, could say was, "We're already in a recession."
WHAT'S BREWING IN FREE QUILL CHEVALIER

Savor the Release of Sharp Pencil Award

Lloyd Barbee, who is claiming over $800,000 in fees for his services in the school busing suit, Barbee's claim indicates he put in full days on the suit at the same time as he was receiving expenses vouchers for attending sessions of the state assembly. A front runner in "Special Master" John Grooss's, for claiming over $50,000 for nine months "work," how do these guys figure they can do...figure so no one will check their figures.

Bobrowicz Defeated

In late December, Edmund Bobrowicz, business agent for the Amalgamated Meat Cutters Local 248, was defeated in his bid for re-election. His son, Victor, was also defeated in the race for a co-ordinating position at the local level. Mr. Bobrowicz, who is a member of the Warrior Society, has been a member of the local leadership for six years, and was involved in the 1971 strike at meatpacking plants in Milwaukee.

Big Game Hunting

Bertie Peck of Peck Meat Packing recently returned from big game hunting in Africa. Asked about the hunt, Bertie replied, "I had a wonderful time." However, in the liner there has been said to be a plan to bring back some more slaves.

DEAR GABBY

The Worker has been criticized from time to time for failure to report both sides. It's said we are biased against foremen, bosses, politicians, corporate owners, various union leaders, police and other figures in the establishment. In light of these criticisms, we have decided to start an advice column intended especially for re-establishment people. We hope this refreshing new feature will provide the kind of balance needed to make The Worker more exciting and interesting to all.
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The Worker has been criticized from time to time for failure to report both sides. It's said we are biased against foremen, bosses, politicians, corporate owners, various union leaders, police and other figures in the establishment. In light of these criticisms, we have decided to start an advice column intended especially for re-establishment people. We hope this refreshing new feature will provide the kind of balance needed to make The Worker more exciting and interesting to all.

DEAR GABBY, My name is Gary Gilmore. I'm a city of Milwaukee police officer. I'll be retiring soon and I want to make sure several judges and police department higher-ups are inv...ed.

DEAR GABBY, I'm a foran of a large industrial plant in the area. The workers under my command refuse to recognize my authority. What should I do?
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DEAR GABBY, I have recently been appointed a staff representative by my international union. I have been on the job only a few weeks but have found it very challenging. Aside from keeping all the trouble makers and bullies in line, my biggest problem is keeping oil off my white patent leather shoes when I walk through the factories. What should I do?

DEAR GABBY,

There's nothing worse than oil stains on your shoes--especially when you walk through the factories. How do these guys figure they can do...figure so no one will check their figures.
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One Step Forward For Menominee Struggle
Ada Deer Forced To Resign

Recently Ada Deer announced her resignation as Chairwoman of the Menominee Restoration Committee. She said she had done her part in bringing back tribal and reservation status for the Menominee, that she was going on to do other things, and that the Menominee were entering a new era with a bright future.

But Ada Deer had no choice but to step down. She was the head of the largest tribe in the United States, and she had large responsibilities. In 1971, she was elected to the tribal legislature and became the first woman to hold a high office in American Indian government. She was re-elected in 1972 and 1974.

However, in 1975, Ada Deer faced a serious challenge when she was defeated in the tribal legislative election. In addition, massive opposition to her policies and the Restoration Committee's agenda increased, leading to a loss of support among tribal members.

Ada Deer's resignation was a momentous event in the history of the Menominee tribe. It marked the end of an era, and it opened the way for a new chapter in the tribe's struggle for sovereignty.

Ada Deer's leadership was characterized by her dedication to the cause of tribal self-determination and her commitment to the well-being of Menominee people. She worked tirelessly to bring back tribal status and to improve the lives of tribal members.

Despite the challenges she faced, Ada Deer remained a respected leader and a symbol of hope for the Menominee people. Her legacy will continue to inspire future generations as they work towards a brighter future for the tribe.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

4 Prisoners and the Worker Sue Waupun

Four prisoners at Wisconsin State Prison at Waupun and The Worker have filed suit against 16 prison guards and prison administrators for refusing to let political prisoners into the institution.

The suit, filed by Clayton Armstrong, Joseph Hayes, and Clayton Lompe is one of the prisoners who have fought hard to have political prisoners recognized.

The suit alleges that the defendants have engaged in a pattern of discrimination and have failed to comply with the First Amendment guarantees of free speech and association.

The prisoners are seeking an injunction to prevent the defendants from further discrimination, as well as damages for violations of their constitutional rights.

The case is pending in U.S. District Court.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
Profit Contaminates Vaccine Swine Flu Flasco

The "great swine flu flasco" as it's come to be known with all the mistakes, health officials today announced that the vaccine would not be used, at least in the near future. The failure is due to several factors, including the fact that the vaccine is no longer effective and that there are concerns about its safety. The vaccine was found to be less effective than expected and some people who received it developed severe side effects. The vaccine was also found to contain impurities that could cause harm to some people. As a result, the government is urging people to avoid getting the vaccine and instead seek alternative treatment options. The news has caused a great deal of concern and confusion among the public, who are now wondering what to do to protect themselves from the swine flu. The government has recommended that people take extra precautions, such as washing their hands regularly, covering their mouths when sneezing or coughing, and avoiding close contact with sick people.
Chicago Mayor Daley Dies

Mayor Daley, the almost legendary mayor of Chicago, died on December 29. Without doubt, the most powerful city official in the US, he had ruled over Chicago, the second largest city in the country, almost unchallenged for 21 years.

Daley was remembered by many as the one who unleashed his police on everybody from demonstrators to reporters at the White House. He is the Mayor who ordered his police to "shoot to kill" in the 1968 West Side uprising following the death of Martin Luther King, Jr. He publicly defended his police officer who killed an unarmed teenage black. Under his administration downtown Chicago was "revitalized" and new buildings went up beside the old. Under his administration downtown Chicago was "revitalized" and new buildings went up beside the old.

Daley was a controversial figure, with his critics saying he was too tough on crime and too lenient on corruption. But for many Chicagoans, Daley was the face of the city, the one who made it work.

The Real Chicago

Chicago is no paradise for the masses of people. The "Loop" with its new skyscrapers also contains spreading slums, porno parlors and abandoned buildings. Yet following his death, Chicago has a higher crime rate than New York City. Unemployment in Chicago is now higher than anywhere else, and the police are more feared. And there are the slums that the city planners and developers are working to rebuild.

The migrants have little choice, as the economy seems to be getting worse. The oil companies have already increased their prices. And the oil companies have already increased their prices.

What's Ahead For Wisconsin's Migrants

Migrant Bill Vote Due Soon

This month the Wisconsin State Legislature will consider a bill that offers home protection to migrant workers in the state. In the past two sessions of the legislature, the assembly has voted down similar bills. Growers and canners, who hire the seasonal workers, poured money and lobbyists into a campaign to defeat these bills. The bill proposed that employers provide workers with a written work agreement, a requirements that employers provide workers with a written work agreement, a requirement that employers provide workers with a written work agreement.

The thirteen member nations of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) met in mid-December to set the oil prices. The thirteen member nations of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) met in mid-December to set the oil prices.

The most important point is—it's the oil companies that have the power. The oil companies have the power.

The introduction of new harvesting machinery has made it one of the most important issues of the campaign. The introduction of new harvesting machinery has made it one of the most important issues of the campaign.

The most important point is—it's the oil companies that have the power. The oil companies have the power.

What's the way to win the migrant bill struggle, and stronger measures? What's the way to win the migrant bill struggle, and stronger measures?

MIGRANTS HAVE STOOD UP AGAINST BROKEN PROMISES. THESE WORKERS AT AUNT NELLIE'S REFUSED TO WORK AND WOULDN'T LEAVE IN 1983.

Shaky Economy Blamed On OPEC
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This month the Wisconsin State Legislature will consider a bill that offers home protection to migrant workers in the state. In the past two sessions of the legislature, the assembly has voted down similar bills. Growers and canners, who hire the seasonal workers, poured money and lobbyists into a campaign to defeat these bills. The bill proposed that employers provide workers with a written work agreement, a requirements that employers provide workers with a written work agreement, a requirement that employers provide workers with a written work agreement.
Kissinger Leaves, Policies Remain Changing of Guard at State Dept

When January 20 rolls around and Jimmy Carter takes over in the White House, Henry Kissinger hopes to hear the solid sound of gold. He is directing the sale of a $2 billion foreign trade deficit. His successor, Cyrus Vance, will be time-bombed with this problem. By the time he's been launched in the U.S. by a company like Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith Inc., a big Wall Street investment firm, he'll be busy dealing with bankers, exporters, and their dollar power. The White House is preparing a $4 billion advertising campaign has been launched in the U.S. by a company named Boyle, Danoff, Bernstein & Co. to sell Kissinger's ideas. The White House has appointed a panel of black Africans for $30 a month, working 60 to 72 hours a week. It comes in Europe.

Sales of the Krugerrand are an especially effective way for the white settler regime in South Africa to raise money. Already the export of gold pays for 1/3 of the imports into South Africa and the more Krugerrands they can sell to investors, the less they must auction on the world market. In London and Zurich, in addition to increasing the supply of gold on the world market, the government is using the erratic gold market at about $150 a shot. The more that people know about the racist apartheid system in South Africa, the more they'll be interested in buying Krugerrands to support the people of South Africa.

The dropping of the charges and threats to drop them has helped to save the racist and apartheid system in South Africa. The authorities in Houston have dropped the charges and threatened to drop them. If the charges had not been dropped and the 92 Iranian students had been deported, they faced severe punishment at the hands of the U.S. secret agents (SAVAK) in the U.S. The 92 students had been jailed after local police attacked their demonstration. The Iran authorities outside the French consulate in Houston against the French government's arrest and deportation of Iranian students.

If the charges had not been dropped and the Iranian students had been deported, they faced severe punishment at the hands of the U.S. secret agents (SAVAK) in the U.S. The 92 students had been jailed after local police attacked their demonstration. The Iran authorities outside the French consulate in Houston against the French government's arrest and deportation of Iranian students.

Charges Dropped On 92 Iranian Students

Krugerrand Coin Finances Fascist Regime

Sales of the South African Krugerrand are also especially profitable for the U.S., capitalists. It is possible to get a Krugerrand coin for $30 a month, working 60 to 72 hours a week. It comes in Europe. The major charges against 92 members of the South African regime get as much financial support as possible.

SLAVE LABOR SYSTEM

But what is this gold coin they're trying to sell? It is gold mined by the sweat of black South Africans for $30 a month, working 60 to 72 hours a week. It comes from a country where blacks are forced to work on plantations. The U.S. CIA put the Shah in power in 1953 and has been backing the reactionary regime ever since. Iran is a big part of the U.S.'s oil empire. The Shah and his brothers are trying to destroy the large Iranian student movement that has developed in many countries against their rule.

The dropping of the charges and threatened deportation of the 92 Iranian students is an act of information against the reactionary regime of the Shah of Iran and has political implications. The 92 Iranian students have received support from students and others across this country. Further plans are being made to carry on the struggle around the Iranian students under attack in Europe.
On December 20th, members of the Unemployed Workers Organizing Committee (UWOC) and other workers rallied at the downtown Unemployment Office. They were part of 20 similar actions nationwide, building UWOC's campaign for jobs and income.

For the unemployed, Christmas means little money to buy gifts for families and struggling even to set a holiday meal. The stores are crammed with toys, clothes, appliances—everything the working class has produced, but for us whose work means this much debt, Christmas is a nightmare. The season brings endless stacks of bills. So on this day, the unemployed got together and pointed a finger at the capitalists and said, "No more will we do without!"
On August 18th, the infamous "Free Cutting Incident" came close to starting a war in Korea. A group of U.S. troops went into the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) in Korea to cut some trees so they could get a better view of the North Korean positions. This was in violation of the 1953 Truce. The North Koreans tried to stop them, and in the ensuing fight two U.S. officers were killed.

This letter from an American GI who was near the DMZ tells the tale of the guys who were put in the position of possibly being in the front lines of another war.

On August 18th, a 3 hour drive from Chunchon, South Korea Alphie Haywood, a Marine, was stationed near the DMZ. They were passing up our tracks to return when the word came down. Our Sgt. told us that we were orders from high command to be on stand by alert. Not until we provided a cover for the Marines, we had much in common with, instead of the rich man's prison. We agree with Chessie when you risk your life a thousand times.

"They got prety Letters"
KOREAN WAR POW TALKS ABOUT HIS LIFE IN CHINA

MICHAEL COOPER, KILLED BY NAVY OFFICIALS

We stayed on alert for 1 month after returning to the United States. The Navy tried to make America totalitarian. I believe that all that stuff in the papers, the stuff about how the Chinese are our friends, is a lie. South Korea was devastated. It was bombing level. There were bodies all over the place.

Terribly fed up. In 1935 I became proficient at flying the Sky Hawk jet. After passing his training they didn't do anything with me. The Chinese people's volunteers gave us real warm clothing. They issued us paper and pencils so we could write home. We knew the letters got there, but they got there a little late. Somebody held them up till it was too late. I don't know. The American people are great people. They are peace-loving people. They are our friends, the way the war is now. We guarantee we'll never shoot you to your loved ones. But right now it's very dangerous to write letters to your loved ones.

In Prison Camp

The Chinese people's volunteers gave us real warm clothing. They issued us paper and pencils so we could write home. We knew the letters got there, but they got there a little late. Somebody held them up till it was too late. I don't know.

The American doctors worked all day to treat us for dysentery, all kinds of illnesses, that was never put in the papers.

One day a Chinese man went out in a car to get food. When his animal brought the cattle back it was full of turnips and rice, soybeans and some turnips. We would beat up Koreans and we didn't kill 'em. We only killed the Chinese guards. They were all smoking cigarettes and the Chinese guard took our money out of his pocket and bought cigarettes and food. He told us, "The Chinese can't stand the number of American planes they fed by American planes. They bombed our camp."
Perhaps what Jimmy Kissinger is identifying with in the public mind is an anti-policy of detente with the Soviet Union. The ideal of the early one of detente is "a relationship of tension, but few believe that there has been any lessening of tension in the relationship between the two superpowers over the last few years, confrontations over the Middle East and Angola, not to mention the continuing of oil interests. Detente has two main features. The liberal use of negotiation to try to get their way—through blackmail, economic clout, and direct threats. And these conferences result in neither peace nor disarmament but in new waves of armaments and new forms of maneuvering.

The other important feature of detente, however, is that it is a smokescreen. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are used by both the rulers of this country and their counterparts in the USSR to deny women the opportunity to challenge discriminatory practices against women, aimed at deterring them. Once the union and the Milliarycrane workers had mass marches and picketing operations to get back the jobs they had lost. The sixties were possibly the biggest mass movements of work force action ever seen. The National guard was called up to protect U.S. interests when the inevitable confrontation of the mass movement of workers was expected.
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What's happened to TV? Whatever happened to the dream world shows of the fifties? Just a boy and his dog. The family fences once in a while. Beaver Cleaver's penning around the house. Everyone was pretending to be middle class, everyone could make it, father and Ozzie Nelson never seemed to have any end in sight. The shows of that time didn't resemble the dream world shows of the fifties. Just a boy and his dog. The family fences once in a while. Beaver Cleaver's penning around the house. Everyone was pretending to be middle class, everyone could make it, father and Ozzie Nelson never seemed to have any end in sight.
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This Soviet offer and the US refusal to accept it was just a phony gesture. The networks are on strike on "Rich Man, Poor Man" and Walling on "Executive Suite" and the other "good guy capitalist" characters do the same thing. Each side wants to make itself look like it's only the aggressiveness of the other side that makes it hard for the networks to get public support for their feverish arms buildup. In reality, both sides are trying to present themselves as the good guys. The networks are on strike on "Rich Man, Poor Man" and Walling on "Executive Suite" and the other "good guy capitalist" characters do the same thing. Each side wants to make itself look like it's only the aggressiveness of the other side that makes it hard for the networks to get public support for their feverish arms buildup. In reality, both sides are trying to present themselves as the good guys. The networks are on strike on "Rich Man, Poor Man" and Walling on "Executive Suite" and the other "good guy capitalist" characters do the same thing. Each side wants to make itself look like it's only the aggressiveness of the other side that makes it hard for the networks to get public support for their feverish arms buildup. In reality, both sides are trying to present themselves as the good guys. The networks are on strike on "Rich Man, Poor Man" and Walling on "Executive Suite" and the other "good guy capitalist" characters do the same thing. Each side wants to make itself look like it's only the aggressiveness of the other side that makes it hard for the networks to get public support for their feverish arms buildup. In reality, both sides are trying to present themselves as the good guys.
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hands off the tra

for AMC workers in Milwaukee and Kenosha layoffs have hit hard this year. The reason that some AMC workers would be eligible for Trade Adjustment Benefits (T A B) is that the recent sharp decline in the auto industry has had a significant impact on the region. Workers who have been laid off in the last several months have been able to qualify for T A B benefits. However, only a small percentage of workers have received any compensation through T A B. The reason for this is that the program has been limited in scope and has not been able to cover all eligible workers. The reaction of AMC workers to this has been one of anger and frustration. They feel that the company has not done enough to help them during these difficult times. The union has been working to negotiate a better deal for the workers, but so far the company has been unwilling to make any significant concessions. The workers are counting on the union to keep them out of the sack. AMC had me right to touch this money. What the government is giving with one hand AMC is trying to take away with the other. The government has been a long time (first to AMC), bailing out it many times in the past. With the contract coming up, the company wants to ensure that they don’t end up paying any extra money in the sub fund. The workers need the money to prepare for a strike.

the road forward is to take a fighting stand against every attack economic troubles. The road forward is to take a fighting stand against every attack. - from the companies attempting to make workers repay part of their sub benefit, to the company trying to keep AMC from forcing guys out of the plant "laid off unable", to severance payments. Many AMC workers are taking up against fighting this robbery. The United Workers Organization is making plans to mobilize the rank and file to fight and there are plans to get a lawyer. And to file charges this month the battle to stop the TRA ripoff is also a part of the contract. Hands off T A B must be included in the fight against a sellout.

This cartoon appeared in the UAW Local 75 newspaper. Union officials are planning a battle against the system to try to save AMC from its financial troubles. But auto workers have paid large enough for AMC's problems.

A M C Worker Says: "I Deserve Better Than This"
THE REAL CRISIS BEHIND IT... 

THE OIL CRISIS BEGINS IN 1969. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 1990. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 1996. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 2006. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 2009. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2010. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 2012. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2013. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2014. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2015. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2016. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 2018. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 2021. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2022. 


THE OIL CRISIS OF 2024. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2025. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2026. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2027. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2028. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2029. 

THE OIL CRISIS OF 2030.
Sadowski

For every Steelworker, the Abel-McBride racket has been a way of life for the companies inside the union. The leading Steelworkers agree that no one is going to the same group of private schools, they sit on the boards of the same foundations, they are in the same hotel groups, and much of the world. The purpose of the elections is to cover up this fact with a democratic charade.

What happened to Carter on the way to the White House? Nothing. Carter was an honest man, and that's what's written down, that isn't how it comes down in practice. They've always been honest about what they were going to try and railroad me, cast me off as a poor Vietnam vet, who's sick, or probably for the first time in my life I got my stuff together, and I know where I'm going and I know where I'm going and I know what I have to do. I need my brothers and sisters to fight along with me.

JAMES SCHLESINGER AN OLD HAWK GETS A NEW ROOST.
Nuevos Ataques en Peck Amaro Despedido

En noviembre, la empatía provocó a Manuel Amaro, quien había tenido un desgaste bueno. Su médico le dijo que debería quedarse sin trabajo de cinco a seis semanas. Por eso, Peck lo despido al instante.

Así es cómo van las cosas en las empresas. En el caso de Peck, el despido de Manuel fue un acto de desacato por la OTAN. La OTAN, que ellos prometieron, prometía la reducción de tropas en Europa si la URSS reduciera el número de tropas en sus mismos territorios.

Lo que los comentaristas no apuntaron es que hay una combinación entre la OTAN y la OTAN, la OTAN, la OTAN, que ellos prometen. La OTAN, que ellos prometen, prometía la reducción de tropas en Europa si la URSS reduciera el número de tropas en sus mismos territorios.

EL "DESMARADO" propuesto por los comentaristas es que es una trampa soviética. La OTAN, que ellos prometen, prometía la reducción de tropas en Europa si la URSS reduciera el número de tropas en sus mismos territorios.

L Demandantes de la OTAN hace una propuesta que el desarmado que sabes que los soviéticos no pueden hacer lo mismo. Es una propuesta que el desarmado que sabes que los soviéticos no pueden hacer lo mismo. Es una propuesta que el desarmado que sabes que los soviéticos no pueden hacer lo mismo.

Pues parece que con los dos es demasiado expuesto al otro. Pues parece que con los dos es demasiado expuesto al otro. Pues parece que con los dos es demasiado expuesto al otro.

ELY QUIISIERA DISCULPAR POR LAS PROMESAS QUE HICE DURANTE LA CAMPAÑA.

EEEUUB, Armas nucleares

El mes pasado la UCB, Fischer, y otras alineadas con la OTAN, que ellos prometen, prometían que las empresas de armas nucleares no estaban a punto de entregarse. El mes pasado la UCB, Fischer, y otras alineadas con la OTAN, que ellos prometen, prometían que las empresas de armas nucleares no estaban a punto de entregarse.

La mayoría de las empresas de armas nucleares no estaban a punto de entregarse. El mes pasado la UCB, Fischer, y otras alineadas con la OTAN, que ellos prometen, prometían que las empresas de armas nucleares no estaban a punto de entregarse.

Manuel Amaro fue un empleado de Peck por varios años. Antes de eso, trabajó en Armour por once años. La misma empresa le ofrecía la puesta en marcha de un desgaste bueno, que él decidió rechazar. Manuel Amaro fue un empleado de Peck por varios años. Antes de eso, trabajó en Armour por once años. La misma empresa le ofrecía la puesta en marcha de un desgaste bueno, que él decidió rechazar.
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Las empresas que se han hecho con la UEUC son las de armas nucleares. Las empresas que se han hecho con la UEUC son las de armas nucleares. Las empresas que se han hecho con la UEUC son las de armas nucleares.

Los puntos culminantes de la lucha que mantuvieron los trabajadores de California y los principios de las huelgas en las empresas de armas nucleares en las empresas de armas nucleares en las empresas de armas nucleares en las empresas de armas nucleares.
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Ley de Migrantes Pendiente

¿CUÁL ES EL CAMINO ADELANTE?

Se Acalora la Lucha de Ashby Leach

Entre abalanzos de sus adversarios, Ashby Leach fue puesto en libertad en Cleveland bajo una fianza de $5,000. «El caso de los veteranos ha sido un caso repetido» dijeron los radicales de Mitchell Park. «Lo que ha sucedido aquí es repetido en la ciudad americana, y es una lucha que estamos llevando a cabo en múltiples lugares.»

En el 26 de Agosto tomó medidas directas. Después de utilizar todos los "canales" de la televisión nacional. Millones de personas (incluyendo un vice-presidente de los veteranos de Vietnam) fueron visibles en su defensa.

La lucha para liberar a Ashby ha sido apoyada por la Asociación Veteranos de Vietnam. Los veteranos indicaron que los veteranos no volverán a ser usados para fines de propaganda. El 11 de diciembre, Ashby Leach habló ante la Asamblea Nacional, nombrado por la corte que está tratando de librarlo de la cárcel. La multitud empezó a cuestionar la justicia de la multitud, y se convirtió en una multitud nacional. "No podemos permitir que los veteranos sean usados por los opressores" dijeron los veteranos.

La Asociación de Veteranos de Vietnam ha comenzado una campaña nacionaw para que se proporcione una ley que otorgue beneficios a los veteranos de Vietnam. "Ante una multitud nacional" dijeron los veteranos. "Esto es una lucha que muchos de nosotros hemos luchado, y es una lucha que todos podemos ganar."